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CHAPTER 1 
DOCUMENT ON TRADITIONAL HOUSE AT PETCHBURI(WAT TRAILOK DOCUMENT)
1.1 Character of Traditional House and Historical Background
 In the ancient days, people in the central part of Thailand normally lived within a 
certain type of house architecture. Apart from the terra cotta roof tiles, this architecture was 
constructed mainly with wood. The majority were comprised of 2 stories; the first was an 
open space with a row of columns and the second floor was enclosed with panel walls and 
was divided  into rooms. Over the room was an elongated triangular roof structure without a 
ceiling and this was covered with roof tiles. At the end of both sides of the roof was a deco-
rated triangular roof pediment outlined with a symbolic element called ngao.
 Looking at the character of the space, the upper floor could be divided into 2 main 
areas. The main area was larger and always connected to a minor space (verandah). The 
minor space was always placed one step (about 20-25 c.m.)lower than the main space. The 
triangular roof covered the entire area but was set lower in the minor space. This is one unit 
of a house. This unit normally connected to other units to form a group of houses, facing each 
other by verandah to enclose a large open space at the center. So there are 3 sets of space by 
means of openness; all open at the center, semi-open at the verandah and a completely en-
closed space under roof. The open space is for all members of the family(or families) and the 
semi-open and closed spaces are consecutively more private spaces. A ladder connects the 
upper floor to the ground floor at one side of the open space. To avoid strong sunshine, the 
ground floor space will be used as a common area during the day time. The upper floor was 
used in late evening and the night when the sun is less hot. 
 This house followed the same pattern of thinking as the present day pre-fabrication 
system of construction. Design elements such as columns, the main beam, the king-post, wall 
panels etc., would be cut and prepared before the construction process begins. When all ele-
ments are prepared, the process of construction then starts in the morning and was intended 
to be completed in one single day.
 Although usually refered to as baan or ruen which means house, the implications for 
use of this architectural style are far greater. The building could function as a dwelling place 
for ordinary people, living quarters of a buddhist monk or a place for royal family members 
or palace. It also sometimes functioned as a library and praying hall for the temple. Made 
easy by its construction system in which elements are independent of each other, a house 
could be transfered to a monk's quarter by moving the building's parts piece by piece and re-
assembling them again at a new site. This would occur from time to time because this activity 
bestowed high merit to the owner of the house. There were cases in which the owner who 
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passed away would have asked to move his or her house to a temple. Buildings in the royal 
court could also be turned into a temple library. The library of Wat Rakangkositaram temple 
opposite the royal palace next to the Chaophraya river was once King Rama I's former dwell-
ing place. Compared with other building types, this style of architecture has a very special 
meaning to Thai people and society. 
 We can find this type of architecture throughout the central area of Thailand including 
many important provinces such as Samutsongkram, Samutsakorn, Ratchburi, Petchburi, 
Ayuthya, Lopburi, Suphanburi and Bangkok etc. Even to the present day in which the life-
style of people in this area has drastically changed, we can still find this style of house re-
maining throughout the region. Most of them contain the characteristics previously described.
 The fact that this architectural type was very popular among people throughout the 
past made it impossible to investigate its original date and examine the structure of its de-
sign. The number of these houses found in Bangkok confirm that they existed at least in the 
beginning of Bangkok city or about  220 years before the style of building was completely 
developed. Among fine examples are the monk's quarters at Wat Chanasongkram, the library 
at Wat Rakangkositaram, and the Tamnak Daeng(red palace) in the National Museum, Bang-
kok. These buildings represented three different types of inhabitants; common people, monks 
and royal family members.
 My hypothesis regarding an origin of this architectural type places it in the middle to 
late Ayuthya period or around 17 century A.D.. This assumption was made according to the 
fact that at the dawn of Thai civilization around 7-10 century A.D.(Dvaravadi period), the 
area which became central Thailand had not yet existed(1). It was still a bay of many rivers 
flowing from the northern precinct. During the course of almost 1,000 years(roughly from 7 
century until 17 centuryA.D.), a huge amount of sediment from rivers condensed around the 
bay and gradually formed into hard earth. A historical record states that in the Ayuthya period 
when the capital was located in Ayuthya city about 100 kilometres north of Bangkok, the 
new land to become the south of Bangkok was still wet and muddy. This condition occured 
because intense rain fell annually. A house with a steep triangular roof and high columns for 
an open ground floor to escape high floods are the most important factors to deal with this 
kind of situation. The Thai traditional house has all these features. The form of this house de-
veloped gradually and was completed around the end of the Ayuthya period(late 18 century). 
This form of architecture became widely used because of its response to the geographical 
condition in addition to its symbolic response to people's beliefs. The architectural form 
became standard for people who wanted to build a house in this area. This is why we could 
see a lot of high quality work when the city of Bangkok was established as a capital city of 
Siam(former name of Thailand) as mentioned .
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                Fig. 1.1 Library at Wat Rakangkositaram used three traditional houses connected together.
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          Fig. 1.2 Monk's quarter at Wat Chanasongkram
   
            Fig. 1.3 Tamnak Daeng(red palace) in the national museum
            Fig. 1.4 and 1.5  Model of Traditional House from "Ruen Thai Doem"
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       Fig. 1.6 Plan and sections of traditional house   
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1.2 Document on Traditional House (Wat Trailok Document)
 The document on the traditional house is called Phromchati. From this document, we 
can look at the daily activities and experiences of people during ancient times in 2 distinctive 
themes; a practical approach and a theoretical approach. 
 The practical approach refers to the way people do everyday activities; indoor activi-
ties such as cooking, eating, making cloth, making tools for use etc. and outdoor activities 
like growing rice, catching fish, collecting crops etc. These activities are undoubtedly trans-
ferred between generations by practicing them together because they are all hand and body 
skills. We can say that these kinds of activities were common knowledge for everybody. 
 The theoretical approach also involves activities done in life but not everyday; for ex-
ample, when people want to evaluate the benefits of marriage or of constructing certain facili-
ties such as a house. How to manage these kinds of activities and avoiding bad luck simulta-
neously requires special knowledge which does not belong to just anyone but is collected and 
transfered between the intellectuals of society. When people need this information, they have 
to get advice from these intellectuals. This process is the same way we do with specialists 
from various fields; for example psychiatrists, lawyers, medical and engineering consultants 
etc. to make our life safe and happy. According to the degree of importance, the knowledge 
then needs to be recorded in the form of a book. 
 Deducing from the fact that most Thai people during ancient days were illiterate, they 
could not access this knowledge by themselves. Not to mention that some knowledge con-
tained in this book was in the Pali language, which was a foreign language for people study-
ing Buddhist philosophy or mathematical methods such as ancient astronomy or calendar 
calculating etc.. This kind of knowledge required a subtle educational process for people to 
learn. The other point deserving attention is that in medicine and medical treatment, the sub-
jects were expanded to be their own subjects and available with their own content. They were 
not included in Phromchati.
 The content of Phromchati is not similar to our concept of the typical content of a 
book. This book contains knowledge of various fields item by item. This was intended to ad-
dress everyday life activities as described above. The book was kept only in the temple which 
was normally one per community. There were cases when this book might be kept at the 
house of the intellectuals of the community. These places thus functioned as centers for each 
community. 
 Phromchati is one of the book in Thai society which continues to function from 
ancient times until the present day. The book was copied by hand from time to time and 
later published after modern printing methods were available in Thailand. We can find mod-
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ern versions of Phromchati in book shops today. Although the exact date of the first print-
ing is unclear, it is still being printed to this day. Copies of the printed version of the book 
published in 1967 clearly show that its content has changed notably corresponding with the 
change in the attitudes and behavior of Thai people(1). Simply stated, the overall environment 
in this region was changing and this inevitably effected people's way of life. Phromchati 
recorded that change because of its nature to answer questions of everyday life.
 According to the content in which various elements would have been inserted and 
removed along the way, it is impossible to fix the original date of this book. The fact that 
Phromchati's content responded to the life styles of people in this area leads me to believe 
that this book might have originated around the middle of the Ayuthya period or the same 
time as the traditional house mentioned before.  
 Another important fact is that from the early Ayuthya period and following, Ayuthya 
was commercially connected to China. A certain amount of Chinese people inhabited in and 
around Ayuthya city and throughout the country. These peoples had various kinds of knowl-
edge which was far more developed than in Thai society; for example, commercial ways of 
thinking, capital economy, wood construction etc. Although there is no definitive evidence to 
support this, we certainly cannot deny the relationship between Phromchati and one particu-
lar Chinese document called riyon leishu(2). I think Phromchati was in some way or another 
influenced by riyon leishu. But knowledge in Thai society was always accrued from two 
main sources; China and India. There are many places in Phromchati that clearly show a 
system of thought from India was also present. Knowledge from these 2 main sources were 
combined together with another source, the knowledge people gained from their own experi-
ences, such as the reaction to geographical factors. These three axis of knowledges set the 
base for composing the Phromchati document. 
 In my research conducted between 1992-94, various copies of this document were 
discovered from many places; from Petchburi, Bangkok(the printed one and copies collected 
at National Library) to Uttaradit, through Chiangmai, north of Thailand. Many studies con-
ducted before revealed that there have also been books with quite similar content found in 
Laos and Cambodia. 
 In Petchaburi, I found three copies of Phromchati, from the Wat Trailok temple (wat 
means temple), Wat Pom and Ratchapat Institute of Petchburi. These three copies had the 
same content as if they were copied from the same source or from each other. So, I will use 
the one from Wat trailok because it is in the best condition while the others were severely 
damaged from poor handling. Deducing from both the character of language and alphabet 
used, this book might have been copied sometime in early 19-20 century. This book mea-
sured 14x35 cm. in the traditional Thai book form in which all pages are connected to each 
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other and the script is writtten horizontally.
1.2.1 Structure of Phromchati
 Following is the overall content of the Phromchati document from Wat Trailok tem-
ple. (page numbers were assigned as there are no page numbers in the original book)
 page 1 Diagram for calculation of sinking or floating days for doing activities
 page 2 Phra Simphali yan(magic diagram written over a piece of cloth or paper to place over a desig- 
  -nated location in house or tools) for making worship 
 page 3 Phra Simphali magic words for worship
 page 4 Day and month which related to each other
 page 5-6 yan to place at front and back of something
 page 7 yan to roll as a candlewick
 pages 7-8 How to calculate age when involving a legal case
 pages 8-14 Diagram to calculate huang(ring)(method to calculate good or bad day to do things) 
 pages 15-25 Explanation of huang diagram related to day and month
 pages 25-40 How to consider a specific place as related to day and month
 pages 41-43 How to consider position of naga (a big serpent) as related to war making
 page 43 Position of Kala deity
 page 43 Position of nag and how to find lost things
 page 44 Position of nag and method of digging holes and standing columns
 pages 45-46 How to dig a hole for columns and direction of columns
 page 47 How to set the first day to ascend to the house
 pages 47-48 Month to construct a house
 pages 49-52 How to consider Krunpali(deity who was worshipped as a supreme god for place as 
 related to day and month for good luck)
 pages 52-53 How to consider position of Rahu(deity)
 pages 53-54 How to consider Amitayu(deity)
 page 54 Looking for good days to cut wood for making wall panel and making house
 pages 54-55 Looking for a place to bury a placenta as related to the child sʼ birthday
 pages 55-56 Good days for making cloth
 page 56 Good days for making blanket
 pages 56-58 Good days to cut fingerʼ s  nail
 page 58 Consider position of wood columnʼs bud
 page 58 Consider form of column
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 pages 58-59 Consider an amount of wood columnʼs bud
 page 59 Magic words for cutting a hole in column
 page 60 How to divide land into 6 parts
 pages 60-61 Ritual according to a column
 page 61 How to make material/medicine to seal a bad wood pole
 pages 61-63 Proportion of a house
 page 64 Character of king of wood as related to month
 page 64 Position of wood pole as related to month
 page 64 Good names for people who will erect column
 pages 64-65 How to calculate good or bad effect of where vulture captured
 pages 65-66 Things that people will carry with them when first ascending a house as related to 
  direction of ladder
 pages 66-67 Consider character of banana and rice
 page 67 What to do when obtaining a visual of coffin in house
 page 68 What to do when bees and bad birds live in a house
 page 68 What to do when lightning strikes a house, mushrooms grow around house, columns get oil  
  and termites get into house
 pages 69-70 What to do when termites get into house wall panel
 page 70 What to do when fireplace is broken
 page 70 Positions of wood bud in cart and how to make
 page 71 Positions of wood bud in plow and how to make
 page 71 Krun Phali yan
 pages 72-75 Position of Phra Phum(deity of land) and Phra Kal(deity of time) as related to month
 pages 75-76 How to calculate good time in one week
 pages 76-84 Consider a good day in one week and appropriate activity
 page 85 Position of building in land grid
 pages 86-87 How to consider form of land
 page 88 How to divide land into 16 grid pattern and good-bad effect
 pages 89-92 How to consider character of place
 pages 92-93 How to consider factors for redeeming slave
 page 93 Position of deity in one week for making direction of face when going out 
 pages 94-95 Position of Dhepajorn(deity) as related to day
 pages 95-96 Day and Time to make magic
 page 96 How to consider winning or losing in game playing
 page 97 Day of washing hair and body oil rinse 
 pages 98-99 Position of naga and its effect on married couples 
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       Fig. 1.7 and 1.8 Pages from Wat Trailok document about land 
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                               Fig. 1.9 and 1.10 Pages from Wat Trailok document about house measurement 
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 pages 99-102 Consider the essence of married couple and their compatibility from position of   
 naga
 page 102 How to consider appropriation of man and woman from position of naga according to time
 page 103 Consider good or bad child from position of naga according to time
 pages 103-106 Consider good or bad couple by looking at the 12 circular years born of each other
 pages 106-108 Consider character of deity which should be appropriate to each other
 pages 108-110 Directions for pillowing between husband and wife
 pages 111-113 Character of ox as related to the birth date(year) of owner
 pages 113-114 Consider character of wood to make head of pig
 page 114 Reclining of giad pole as related to day of erecting
 pages 114-115 To make rake and plow as related to day in one week 
 pages 115-116 Consider the first day of cutting rice 
 page 116 Consider day in week to do activities like sales and and sewing cloth 
 page 117 Consider water ox in relation to 12 circular years
 pages 118-125 Consider the amount of water given by nag in relation to 12 circular years and months
 pages 125-127 Consider sound of lightning as related to month and day
 pages 127-128 Consider level and phichaisongkram(how to win a war)
 pages 128-131 Diagram of 8 types animals which could effect a war
 pages 131-132 Consider days of birth and direction for going out
 pages 132-133 Consider positions of an animal falls in relation to direction
 pages 133-135 Consider the degree of good or bad of the twitch of face muscle, calls of a lizard and  
  sneeze
 pages 135-136 Consider types of tree which should be planted around house in relation to direction 
 pages 136-137 Consider positions of mice bitten, wearing clothes and hair cut in relation to the days of  
  the week
 pages 137-138 Consider negative factors of a woman whom one should not have sexual intercourse  
  with
 pages 138-139 Servant of Krun Pali
 pages 139-140 Consider name of child as related to birth according to day in one week
 page 140 Consider the first day to plow rice field in relation to 12 circular years of the farmer
 page 141 Consider news of ship in relation to day of news arrived
 page 142-144 How to calculte pros or cons of a ship
 pages 145-146 Consider level of house construction as related to the day of the week
 page 147 Ritual to erecting the first column as related to 12 circular birth years of the owner
 pages 148-149 Consider Kalatai in relation to direction and day of the week 
 pages 149-150 Consider bad days and good days for doing specific activities
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 pages 150-151 Consider floating and sinking day
 page 151 Consider victory day
 pages 152-154 Consider Sakunnarirk (type of good time)
 page 154 Method of calculating good times(rirk) Laotian
 pages 155-157 Type of yan to place over positions of house
 pages 158-168 Consider story of dreams
 pages 168-171 Consider bad habits of women whom men should not take to be a wife
 pages 171-174 Consider bad characters of women which man should not take to be a wife
 pages 174-175 Consider good day to do things
 pages 175-176 How to look at Phra Phum(deity of land)
 Of all 176 pages of Phromchati, the book can be divided into three main parts. The 
first part continues from page 1 to page 58. This part addresses how to consider specific times 
to do things. The second part refers specifically to space for activities. This part constitutes 
material from pages 58 to 140, about twice the amount of the first. Then page 148 to the final 
page 176 refer again to considerations of time scheme. In this briefest section, there was also 
text about a woman's character and habits of people. 
 The structure of Phromchati as three parts made clear that it was a book for male ac-
tivities. This fact confirmed that normally only males have access to this knowledge through 
learning in the temple. There is a tradition that males will be ordained once they reach the 
age of twenty years old. There are many restrictions regarding interaction between Buddhist 
monks and females such as a monk and any other woman may not have any physical contact.
 When compared with the present day printed version of Phromchati, the difference in 
content, especially of house construction is clearly evident. First, the modern version deleted 
all content of calculation or time consideration. For example, how to calculate the ring or 
position of naga. The modern concept of time had changed all of this world view. Also some 
activities have lost their meaning in modern society such as going to the jungle and cutting 
wood for construction. The modernization of the wood industry through machines made the 
process much easier and there was no need to risk danger by going to the jungle and cutting 
wood anymore. 
 Another big change was the structure of the community. People tend to form cohe-
sive groups and think collectively when an economic system is based on agriculture. The 
tradition called long kaek, in which people in a community helped their neighbour to grow 
rice, construct their house etc. was efficient when most people made crops only for their own 
consumption. However when capitalism arrived, the old way of production became less com-
petitive. People lived and worked more and more as individuals to accumulate his or her own 
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property. The design of houses changed also. From designs which promoted group activities 
and family cohesiveness, came designs which facilitated individualism. These are the reasons 
why the modern version of Phromchati contains no content about house construction. To con-
struct a house now, there is no need to ask for assistance from neighbours and intellectuals of 
the community or consult with a book like Phromchati. 
 While many things have been omitted from the book, other content has been ex-
panded. Two examples are the passages dealing with dream interpretation and the character 
of women. Both the omitted and supplemental content may be inferred as the traditional and 
modern content of Phromchati and could explain how life has changed through time.
 In the overall content of the traditional version, there are only 8 pages which refer 
directly to the process of house construction. Two parts of the text are directly concerned 
with house construction; 1. consideration of land shape and finding a good position to build 
2. house measurement.
1.2.2 Land Shape Consideration 
 Acquiring land and preparing it before the construction process was an important 
stage. First, the book suggests researching land formation. Phromchati presents 19 drawings 
of various land shapes with criteria for judgement of good and bad effects.
(2)
(12)
(10) (11)
(13)
(14) (15)
(16)
(17) (18) (19)
(9)
(3) (4)
(8)(7)
(1)
(5)
(6)
          Fig. 1.11 Pages from Wat Trailok document about land form
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Translation of Text
(1) will win over enemy, live happily (2) square, live very good (3) long form, live happily 
(4) form of spittoon, bad (5) half the moon, live happily (6) very unhappy (7) drum form, live 
happily (8) will get gold, money (9) live happily (10) very happy (11) bad and get ill (12) 
always sad (13) powerful (14) will be powerful, live (15) water falling, bad (16) angry man, 
bad (17) very poor, do not live (18) live happily (19) will die soon, do not live. This is to settle 
a house to live happily.
 All of the shapes confirmed that basic geometrical forms were better than irregular, 
when looking for land for house construction. The shapes drawn in the document are varied, 
from simple geometrical shapes such as circles, squares and rectangles to irregular shapes. 
Directions of these forms are also presented with conditions. There is a pair of drawings 
which differ only in their directions but the effect is reversed. The pair of numbers 13 and 
16 are both triangles with the number 13 slightly elongated but placed in a different direc-
tion. Although there is no direction indicated in these drawings, they correlate with another 
drawing in this book which indicates the upper direction of the drawing is east. East and west 
are important directions of the sunrise and sunset, essential knowledge for an agricultural 
society. Furthermore, Buddhists believe that east is the direction in which prince Siddharata 
faced when he gained his enlightenment with the first sunlight of the day and became the lord 
Buddha. Undoubtedly people in this region who believed in Buddhism held east as the most 
important direction. This differs from our present day focus on the northern direction derived 
from the north-pole of the earth. Also interesting is the pair of 14 and 15 because they are the 
same shape with 15 being slightly longer. This can also cause good or bad effects.
 There is no text in this book which addresses solving the problem of bad effects. Sug-
gestion could be made that some of the lower quality shapes, such as number 6 can easily be 
transformed. Through supplementing certain areas of land, rectangular sites can be formed. 
Some would be beyond corrrection as any adjustments would alter adjacent sites. It should 
be emphasized that all these land shapes are drawn without any explanation about terrain. 
Although the central part of Thailand is largely situated on an even landscape, Petchburi and 
nearby areas abound with hills and mountains. It is possible that some land shapes are to be 
considered in specific geographical context. 
 I would like to suggest first, that these shapes could be interpreted as a theoretical 
reference rather than practical. As we can see, circular shapes and irregular shapes such as 
number 11 are among examples of land shapes which we will never acquire in reality. Even 
if we interpreted it realistically, and if we obtain this shape of land, it is preferable to change 
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the shape. Then continue the process, and form the inside character by dividing this land into 
parts. 
1.2.3 How to Find Specific Position for Construction of a Certain Building in Land Area
 There are 2 main methods used when considering the specific position of construc-
tion on a piece of land. The first method involves dividing the land into a 3x3 grid. From a 
square drawing example in the Wat Trailok document, numbered clockwise, the first grid is at 
the top-left hand corner and is called boriwan. This section is reserved for wives. The sec-
ond grid is called ayu, and is for a rice barn. The third, called deja, is selected for speers and 
swords. The fourth area called sawaree, is for cloth, flour and oil. The fifth called mula hold 
the hearth. The sixth, usaha is devoted for food. The seventh, called montri, is delegated  as 
the servant's hub. The eighth area called kalakinee, contains the toilet. The house is located in 
the center of the grid. This system emphasizes the center and expands into 8 directions. The 
concern regarding this method is to avoid situating a wrong building in a wrong position as 
negative results could occur.
Translation of text
Sithigariya, Boriwan for wife(1). Ayu for rice barn(2). Decha for weapon(3). Savari for cloth, 
flour, oil(4).  Mula for hearth(5). Usaha for food(6). Montri for servant sʼ hut(7). Kalakini for 
toilet(8). The central part for living place. It is proper to erect the place for living and eating  
and residents will be happy. Those who follow this manual will live long and prosper. 
 The second system is to divide the land acquired into 4x4 grid system. Although the 
drawing provided in this Phromchati is depicted as a very long rectangular form, it is possible 
that this figure was intended to represent a square drawing.The shape of the book might have 
limited the ability to draw a square shape with 4x4 grid and written text inside.
 This drawing can be read in the same manner as the 3x3 grid. By referring to the top-
          Fig. 1.12 Pages from Wat Trailok document about specific position of certain building in 
(1) (2) (3)
(8) (4)
(7) (6) (5)
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left hand corner as the beginning. 
 (1) attikon; live well and be wealthy
 (2) takasilanakorn; do not live, bad
 (3) lopanakornhora; live well
 (4) paranasi; live full with things
 (5) paisali; do not live, will fight each other
 (6) kosolarat; where Buddha live, very well
 (7) mitilanakorn setthi; live well
 (8) intapadpaya; live well and powerful
 (9) bengjanakorn; always fight each other, do not live
 (10) buriyanakorn; full with things 
 (11) jeta-udonnakorn; soldier live well
 (12) kabilapat; all live well
 (13) jampakanakorn; merchant live wealthy
 (14) singhonnakorn; always get sick, bad
 (15) kalingkarat; merchant live well
 (16) singhonnakorn praram; live well
 
 This drawing introduced another way of thinking. Not solely with the 4x4 grid but 
also with the idea of designating space without focus on the center position. The fact that this 
drawing indicates the eastern direction at the top-center of the drawing means that the north 
lies on our left. In Thailand it is generally understand that southern land area is better than 
other parts. It is the direction in which the wind blows in from the sea. In this hot and humid 
part of the country, good circulation and wind are the most important conditions for house 
design. The wind makes the southern area perfect to construct a house and the drawing indi-
cates more good sites around this area.
(7)
          Fig. 1.13 Pages from Wat Trailok document about specific position of certain building in land 
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(5) (6) (8)
(9) (10) (11) (12)
(13) (14) (15) (16)
(7)
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 Locating a proper place when building a house or specific building is fundamental in 
the house construction process. There are two systems presented in Phromchati and both of 
them have different basic structures. The sources of information which make up this part of 
the book are definitely different. Although we find this type of document in other places, as I 
have mentioned before, Phromchati is one which is complete. 
 The significant difference between the two systems is the position of the house within 
the grid. The 3x3 grid places the house at the center while the 4x4 grid includes consideration 
of other elements instead. 
1.3 Translation and Interpretation of House Measurement Text
To construct a house with length of main beam(khue) as 5sok(s) 1kueb(k) 5niew(n). Divide the length of this 
beam into 5 parts and use 4 parts to be the height of room.Divide the height of room to 4 parts and use 3 parts 
to be the height of verandah(rabieng). Divide the height of room to 4 parts and use 1 part to be the length of 
space under verandah(longmaew). If it is too narrow, expand through column tied beam (rod). Divide the length 
of beam to 3 parts and use 2 parts to be the height of king-post(dang). A two room house, dropping the height of 
central king-post 6-7n will create a feminine character. A three room house, also dropping the height of central 
king-post will create a feminine character. If a masculinity character is desired, divide the length of beam to 3 
parts and use 2 parts plus 3-5n to be the height of king-post. But king-post never to be higher than the height of 
room. If beam is 5s plus some measurement, position of cantilever beam (tao) is from top of pillar 11n and the 
length of cantilever beam is 1s7n. If beam is 6s plus some measurement, position of cantilever beam  is from 
top of pillar 13n and the length of cantilever beam is 1s9n. If beam is 7s plus some measurement, position of 
cantilever beam is from top of pillar - n(7) and the length of cantilever beam is 1s. If beam is 6s or 7s and want 
a Japanese character, add 5n to the height of central and back king-post, position of cantilever beam is from 
the top of pillar 19n and the length of cantilever beam is 1s6n. The end of pillar is big, the top is small, this is 
a good pillar. The end of king-post(with column) never longer than column tied beam. Beam never wider than 
top of pillar. All pillars have to be the same as height of room. Pillar and column tied beam of verandah never 
bigger than pillar and column tied beam of main room. If 5n smaller is good. Do not make incline stair, do not 
make house over cut wood, make house in good character. 
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1.4 Method of Determining Traditional House
 In the traditional house represented in this document, all elements of architecture 
were calculated using measurements based on the length of the main beam. In this house, the 
main beam is 5 sok 1 kueb and 5 niew(5s1k1n). By the standard used today, 1 sok is equal 
to 50 c.m., 1 kueb is half of 1 sok or 25 c.m. and 1 niew is one-twelfth of 1 kueb and equal 
to 2.083 c.m. The total length of the beam would then equal 285 c.m. All text can be divided 
into 4 main sections; A. the measurement of architectural elements, B. the feminine or mas-
culine character of a house C. position and size of the cantilever beam according to the length 
of the main beam and D. the details of elements.
A. main beam--->height of room(main beam5/4)--->height of verandah(height of room 4/3)--->space over 
verandah-longmaew(height of room4/1)--->king-post(main beam3/2)
B. feminine character in 2 room house---> feminine character in 3 room house--->masculine character
C. if beam is 5s plus---> if beam is 6s plus---> if beam is 7s plus---> if beam is 6s or 7s with Japanese character
D. character of column---> size of king-post according to position of column tied beam---> size of beam and top 
of pillar---> size of pillar and column tied beam of verandah according to size of pillar and column tied beam of 
main room---> character of stair---> position of house and cut wood--->character of house
 According to the above diagram, the first(categoryA.) concerned itself with the size of 
elements in the main space and the verandah space which is all part of the upper floor space. 
There is no discussion of the lower floor in the text. 
 Three characteristics of a house were directly determined from the character of the 
   
    Fig. 1.14 Measurement of traditional house from Wat Trailok document 
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roof.(category B.) The first characteristic is femininity. In this style the central area of the 
roof's length is lower than both ends through dropping the height of the central king-post. 
This method can be performed for both two and three room houses. The second resulting 
characteristic is masculinity. By increasing the height of a king-post, the shape of the house 
will assume a different character. The roof of this house will then be higher at the center 
and lower at both ends. The third is responsible for the Japanese house style. This shape is 
achieved by increasing the height of the central and the back king-post. The overall shape 
and form of the roof of this house leans forward.
 The text on the Japanese style also brings us to the history between Japanese inhabit-
ants influence on Thai architecture. A number of Japanese people lived in Ayuthya city during 
the Ayuthya period. The Japanese house design could have had strange characteristics which 
were recognized among Ayuthya people. Some carpenters would have tried to incorporate 
this Japanese style into the Thai traditional house and recorded the incident in this document.
The relationship between the length of the main beam and the cantilever beam (also position) 
(category C.) is shown according to 5s, 6s and 7s beam length. This is to fix the size of the 
overall roof since the cantilever beam is to support the extension of the main roof.
 The details of various elements(category D.) show how to think about each specific 
element. Most of them are concerned with both good and bad effects.
1.5 Method of Determining Traditional House Compared to Method from Nai Lai Prasannil 
Document
 As a comparison to Phromchati document, the document Nai Lai Prasannil was ex-
cerpted from a book called Ruen Tai Doem(3) and studied accordingly. This document differs 
from Phromchati by determining the length of elements using exact measurements. Starting 
from the height of columns, underground section, aboveground section and height of room, 
to details on the beam and king-posts, and the floor panel support, both the width of a room 
and length of purlin were given. It should be noted that the king-post in this document is a 
king-post with pillar(saodang) which are always at both ends of a house. In the Wat Trailok 
document, this element is without a pillar and is placed over the central beam of a house. A 
three room house measurement according to this document is as follows:
A 3 rooms house column is like this,(1) column10s 2n = 502.08 c.m.,(2) in the ground 1s 11n = 72.91 c.m., 
(3)under column tied beam to ground 4s1k = 225 c.m., (4)height of room 3s 1k 9n = 193.74 c.m.,(5) drop 
from height of room 7n = 14.58 c.m., (6)joint over pillar(tien) 5n = 10.41 c.m.,(7) beam 5s1n = 252.08 c.m., 
(8) king-post 7s 5n = 360.41 c.m., (9)top of king-post(tasata) 7n = 14.58 c.m.,(10) half of cantilever beam 5n 
= 10.41 c.m., (11) floor panel support(tong) 12s 1n = 602.08 c.m., (12)width of room  4s 3n = 206.24 c.m., 
(13)purlin(pae lan) 15s 1k 6n = 787.49 c.m.
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1.6 Measurement Analysis
 The method used in determining measurements of house architecture from the Wat 
Trailok document is a relative measurement system. There are three methods of dividing the 
length of the main beam; into segments of either five, four or three and then using one seg-
ment as a means to further calculation. The method of dividing the main beam by five is used 
when calculating the height of room and the space over the verandah(longmaew). Division 
into four segments would be used in the same manner. The method using just three seg-
ments would use one part as a unit for calculating the height of the king-post, which equals 
two units. Under this system all measurements recorded will be shorter than the main beam 
but can always be related back to it. All elements which are longer than the main beam(for 
example purlin) are thus excluded from the document.
 Why the document employed a system of five segments and three segments is un-
derstandable. All measurements calculated from the five parts division are elements which 
are positioned under the main beam. On the contrary, elements calculated from the three part 
division are positioned over the main beam. This resembles the Nai Lai Prasannil document 
despite it having been recorded through the exact measurement system.
 When dividing the main beam into five segments each section equals approximately 
55 cm. Secondly, when dividing the beam into three sections, each section is approximately 
91 cm. If this method is applied as a module and compares the two documents, the result will 
be as follows:
Fig. 1.15 Measurement of traditional house from Nai Lai Prasannil document 
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    Unit from 5 Parts Dividing System
       Wat Trailok document        Nai Lai Prasannil document 
        -divide by 5 to obtain 1 unit( u = 55 c.m.)       -beam  252 ( u = 50 c.m.) 
        -height of room 4 u                   -height of room  193 = 4 u
        -height of verandah  3 u  -   -height of space over verandah 1 u 
       -length of floor panel support    602 = 12 u 
       -column     502 =  10 u     
       -width of room   206 =  4 u
    Unit from 3 Parts Dividing System
       Wat Trailok document                 Nai Lai Prasannil document 
        -beam divided by 3 to obtain1 unit(U= 91 c.m.)   -beam 252 (U = 84 c.m.)    
       -height of king-post 2 U                        -height of king-post 167 = 2 U 
              -length of purlin787 = 9.5 U
 Although the two documents contain different methods in determining measurement and 
contain a different beam size, the overall ratio is quite similar. The diagram below illustrates how 
to compare the length of the beam with the height of a room and the height of a king-post.
BEAM HEIGHT OFROOM  (RATIO)  HEIGHT OF KING-POST  (RATIO)
Wat Trailok 277.08 221.66 (1: 1.25) 184.72  (1: 1.50)
Nai Lai Prasannil 252.08 193.74 (1: 1.30) 166.66  (1: 1.51)
                                                                  
 The comparative ratio makes it possible to analyze the overall measurement necessary 
for the process. As we saw illustrated in the Wat Trailok document, there are two methods of 
dividing the length of the main beam into parts and using 1 part as a module unit for calculat-
ing the other measurements. Dividing the length of the main beam into a module unit was 
possibly used in the Nai Lai Prasannil document as well. These two documents then might 
have been similar in terms of a module system but different in practice. Of further interest is 
the documents seperated the methods of calculation for elements over the beam(3 parts) and 
under the beam(5 parts).
 There are a certain amount of measurements in the Phromchati and Nai Lai Prasannil 
documents which do not correspond with the overall ratio. Although there is no information 
on this issue included in these two documents, an explanation came from other sources.
 While I was conducting surveys during 1992-1994, I had a chance to talk to Mr. Puan 
Nokchalard, a traditional carpenter in Petchburi. Mr. Puan said that as one begins building a 
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                                                   Fig. 1.16 and 1.17 Tukta structure and jantan structure
                          Fig. 1.18  Jantan structure as an actual structure and Tukta structure as a pseudo structure
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house with certain length of the main beam (For example 5 or 6 sok), additional length must 
be added in relation to certain customs. For example, Thai people in the past counted days of 
the week as Sunday =1, Monday = 2, Tuesday = 3, Wednesday = 4, Thursday = 5, Friday = 6, 
Saturday = 7. If a man wants to build a house and his birthday falls on a Tuesday, an addi-
tional 3 niew(inches) are added to the length of the beam.
 Mr. Puan also made reference to the benefit of random measurements. Traditionally, 
people in the past believed that too precise a measurement will bring bad luck to the owner.
 In Thai astrology, these numbers play important parts in a Thai's life. Birth stars form 
basic numbers that have an effect on people's everyday life. The changing of a star's position 
foretells peopleʼ s future or indicates things that may happen, such as good or bad luck. This 
has to be calculated, based on astrological knowledge. Numbers which were calculated as 
measurements of a house were based on these ideas concerning astrology.
 Measurements in both documents gave ideas on architectural aspects. First, is the 
form that responds to functions. Second, this form has to bring good luck for people who re-
side in this house. Therefore, important measurements must be specially calculated to satisfy 
the owner's individual needs. 
1.7 Measurement of Traditional House from Ruen Thai Doem
 As mentioned before, Rutai Jaijongrak also gave conclusions about the measurement 
of a Thai house from his analysis. Based on documents and surveys, he described the process 
of how the measurement of elements was determined. The overall system is also a relative 
measurement system in which the main beam is divided into five parts and one part becomes 
the basic unit to calculate other elements. The result was interesting and showed a great de-
gree of progress in the study of this subject. Calculating with geometrical methods from the 
structure inside(beam, king-post etc.) to the symbolic outside elements(ngao, gable etc.) is 
what we use when looking for a formula that is all inclusive. 
 In this analysis, the document shows that a house was considered as two seperate sec-
tions, the structure(inside) and the symbolic(outside). Although the structure has a symbolic 
aspect (as we have seen about numbers from astrology according to ownerʼs birthday), its 
main function is to form an architectural space. This knowledge belonged to the community 
and was recorded in the document. On the contrary, knowledge of symbolic aspects of the 
building were not part of the method of house construction have been kept a secret. Thus this 
content was never recorded in the document.
 There is another reason which demonstrates how the structure and symbolism of a 
Thai house are seperated from each other. Here I would like to show some points which re-
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late directly to how people in this area live with symbolism. It is widely known that there are 
two kinds of wooden structures for roofs present in Thai architecture throughout the central 
part of Thailand. One of these structures is refered to as tukta. The method for this structure 
reduces the size of the main beam and places it over a pair of small pillars.If repeated a tri-
angular shape of a gable will be formed and this will compose the roof structure. The second 
structure is the jantan type. This type of structure unites the elements called jantan with the 
king-post to make a triangular form of a gable which will also create a roof. Of the two struc-
tures, the jantan system might look more directly like the composition of a triangular shape. 
But in my viewpoint, they contain their own special function in Thai architecture especially 
when examined in the context of a traditional house. 
 The traditional house used only the jantan system as a roof structure. At both ends 
of the roof, this jantan structure will be covered by a gable . This gable is composed as a 
metaphorical tukta structure in flat wooden panel, not serving any structural purpose. Mean-
ing in this position, people can choose whatever style they want. But evidence from existing 
buildings shows that the metaphorical tukta is the system most often used by carpenters. It 
makes clear to us that one system of structure was actually structural while the other one was 
simply a symbolic element. The ceremony in which the gable is cut to prevent bad luck for 
the owner is performed at this symbolical tukta gable. The symbolic gable is outside while 
what functions as the structure is inside. This idea reflects the way people view their homes. 
And the reason why some parts of a house were recorded in the book, accessible to public 
and some parts were not. The proportions of a house proposed by Rutai Jaijongrak were thus 
misleading, in my point of view.
 It is also made clear that this architectural form could be used as a house for people 
or as a monkʼs dwelling place. Although given higher rank within society, monks were also a 
part of the community.
 The traditional house thus served people in the central area of the country as  follows: 
In addressing issues of climate, this house answered questions about wind, intense rain, heat 
and humidity quite well, including utilization of different spaces. Also, this house served both 
culturally and economically as a representation of a symbolic system from a collective group 
to individuals. If there occured any change in the level of structure and method of thinking 
within social norms then this form of architecture would be altered accordingly. Modern-
ization of the economic system, way of life etc. were some examples of significant change 
previously mentioned. This system emphasizes individual competence supported by a middle 
class culture of competition. The traditional architectural form which concentrated on collec-
tive thinking could not coexist with the new way of life and was slowly ignored. 
 What to conclude here is the measurement of a traditional house could better be 
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thought of in two seperate methods; structural and symbolic. Each has a specific meaning in 
itself and possibly even its own system of measurement.
1.8 Conclusion
 The important points about the traditional house concluded from the document study 
are as follows.
 1. The system of measurement used in the Wat Trailok document for a traditional 
house is a relative measurement system. The system works by dividing a main architectural 
element of various lengths into parts. The measurement of one segment is then used as a unit 
to calculate other elements.
 2. The main element is the main beam. All measurements must be calculated from the 
division of the main beam. All measurements can be refered back in relation to this element. 
 3. The numbers used to divide the main beam are five, four and three.  Elements 
under the beam were calculated through dividing the beam  by five. Dividing the beam into 
three segments would have been used to calculate elements over the main beam. This fact 
then seperated the elements of architecture into two parts, over and under the main beam.
 4. Measurements were always adapted according to considerations of good luck for 
each individual building and for each individual user. The birth date is one of the methods 
used.
 5. Architectural elements were considered as both structural and symbolic parts.     
 6. The conclusion drawn from this document present more of a theory than conclusion 
in facts. Measurements of a house given in the documents are not adequate to reconstruct its 
scale. All measurements from the text might have been adapted for certain types of buildings 
with no columns such as a floating house in a river or in the case of tamnak daeng(red palace) 
etc.
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